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On the museum's ruins

Crimp, Douglas. In the ruins of the museum, in the ruins of the museum. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993. annotation doris Bravo (Theories media, Winter 2003) essay museum ruins is part of the Museum's Ruins, a collection of essays written by Douglas Crimp in collaboration with photographs by Louis Lawler. In this essay Crimp reviews the arguments of
various writers, artists and thinkers to better understand how their ideas contribute to a scholarship to the museum medium. The essay is an exploration of the effects of art on the museum, the nesting media outlet. There are four parts of the essay. The first part explores how the museum represents the role of art and modernism and postmodernism in this
discourse. Starting with modernism, Crimp uses the perspectives of Theodor W. Adorno and Hilton Kramer to explore ideas about the death and decay of art and museums. As regards postmodernism, Crimp uses the perspectives of Leo Steinberg and Michel Foucault to explore flat image, archaeology and knowledge. The first part ends as a new institution
of the realisation of the museum, imprisonment and a new parallel discipline in art history (48). Crimp sets the museum as a space for crumbling and dead objects, so the museum is a nest. The press progresses from the first part to the second, exploring the self-aware problems of modernist paintings, becoming a museum painting, starting with Edouard
Manet (48-50). Crimp uses comparisons between Gustave Flaubert's Bouvard and Péchet in parallel with the act of designing art within the archive (50). This is a turning point in the perception of the museum, it is no longer just a warehouse, but part of the inspiration or intent of art. In his essay Bouvardis and Péchet, Eugenio Donato argues that the emblem
of the two protagonists is a museum because it is through such a medium that the origin, representation and symbolism issues are most clearly stated (52). Flaubert's claim about the museum's complexity and heterogeneity illustrates the challenge and the fragility of the museum's claims, which is something coherent at all (54). In the second part, Crimp
defines the museum as the complexity of the medium. For Crimp, the museum is inherently related to photography; essay appears under the section of Photography at the Museum. The press draws on various photographs throughout the essay: Louise Lawler's (49) photo of Robert Rauschenberg's installation: Louise Lawler's silk screen paintings 1962-64
(57), André Malraux's photographic plates with wallless museum photo plates (59) and Robert Rauschenberg's centennial testimony, the Metropolitan Museum of Art (61). The importance of photography in the museum's in the third part, where Crimp turns to André Malraux's essay Museum Without Walls, a piece that defines a supermuseum through
medium photography. Malraux believes that photography ensures the reception of various objects, fragments of objects and details of objects in the museum, while giving their organizational abilities to these objects; thus photography becomes a homogenizer complex and diverse museum (54). The fourth essay deals with the impact of photography on art
through robert rauschenberg photography. In his work, photography began to paint in its own destruction (56). Crimp suggests that photography was designed to deliver the museum to its proper place, leaving it only to die in the end. Despite its homogenization efforts, photography becomes part of the museum's destruction and destruction. Crimp's
progression to 19th century modernist painting in late 20th century photography is a study of the museum's ruins. The essay is full of circles of photography co-conspirators in the destruction of the painting. Photography, like painting, is a symbol of decay and death. Art influences the museum through its seduction museum. When the museum takes these
harmful properties, the museum partakes its destruction. Through this adoption and destruction, the museum becomes both a media slot and a bearer. Close Drawer Literate and provocative speculation about art, photography, postmodernism, homoeroticism, Rauchenberg and Mapplethorpe, museums and libraries. Crimp's essays consist of one of the most
interesting and intersecting bodies working on the practices of contemporary art in relations with an art institution. Andreas HuyssenColumbia University mouseover online attention data museum ruins presents Douglas Crimp's critique of contemporary art, its institutions and its policy alongside photographic works by artist Louise Lawler to create a
collaborative project that is itself an example of postmodern practice at its most provocative. Crimp is developing a new paradigm of postmodernism, analyzing art practices that are widely designed, not just artists - Robert Rauschenberg, Cindy Sherman, Marcel Broodthaers, Richard Serra, Sherrie Levine and Robert Mapplethorpe-but critics and curators,
critics and curators, international exhibitions and new or refurbished museums such as Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart and Martin-Gropius-Bau.Essays:- Photos at the end of modernism.- The museum used to be a museum. Printed out by ISBN: 9780262032094 368 pp. | 7 x 9.5 in 1993 $41.95 T ISBN: 9780262531269 368 pp. | 7 x 9.5 March 1995 Douglas Crimp
is Fanny Knapp Allen Professor of Art History at the University of Rochester. He is the author of The Museum of Ruins and Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics, both published by MIT Press. Literate and provocative speculation about art, photography, postmodernism, homoeroticism, Rauchenberg and Mapplethorpe, museums and
libraries. Crimp's essays consist of one of the most interesting and intersecting bodies working on the practices of contemporary art in relations with an art institution. Andreas HuyssenColumbia University Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads and improve the user experience. By using our website, you agree to our collection of
information through the use of cookies. For more information, see our Privacy.× Shows 1-30 Start your review of the Museum Ruins August 31, 2020 Manuel rated it was amazing LIBROS QUE ME HE LEÍDO: 1. OTRO MUNDO ES POSIBLE. Qué PUEDE EL ARTE? I can't believe you did this. 2. CONTRA EL PLURALISMO (HAL FOSTER) !3. Para UNA
LECTURA CRÍTICA DE LA FILOSOFÍA DEL ARTE (ARTHUR DANTO) !4. LA OBRA DE ARTE EN LA ÉPOCA DE SU REPRODUCTIBILIDAD TÉCNICA (WALTER BENJAMIN) !5. EL VIAJE ÉTICO DE LA ESTÉTICA Y LA POLÍTICA (JACQUES RANCIÉRE)6. FIGURAS DE LA DIFERENCIA (ESTRELLA DE DIEGO) LA REDEFINICIÓN DE LA
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HACIA UNA NOCIÓN DE LO POLÍTICO EN EL ARTE CONTEMPORÁNEO (HAL FOSTER)9. CARTOGRAFÍAS (IVO MESQUITA)10. SOBRE LAS RUINAS DEL MUSEO (DOUGLAS CRIMP)11. ARTE Y FRONTERAS: DE LA TRANSGRESIÓN A LA POSTAUTONOMÍA (NÉSTOR GARCÍA CANCLINI) !12. POSTPRODUCCIÓN. La CULTURA COMO
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